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SESSI
ON OBJECTIVES TEACHING ACTIVITIES OUTCOMES RESOURCES 

1 

To be able to: 

 recall that 
nutrients, as well as 
water and fibre, are 
essential for health. 

 identify the main 

nutrient provided by 
each eatwell plate 
food group and some 
individual every day 
foods. 

 analyse a selection 
of products and 
express their 

opinions about 
ingredients using 
sensory vocabulary. 

Starter  
Note: Before the lesson, send home the Ingredient check letter to check for any allergies, intolerances or other 
reasons why children may not be able to taste or handle any ingredients in the following block of work.  

Remember to check the labels on any packaging to check products are suitable for the children in the class. 
 
Explain to the children that over the next few weeks they will be learning about nutrients, water and fibre and 
how a healthy, varied diet is needed to provide these.  They will look at nutrition information labels on packaging 

and understand how to use them to make healthier choices. They will design and make a savoury all-in-one 
product which can be eaten on the go. 
Question the children: 

 What do you think the important features of an on the go product might be? (E.g. can be eaten without 

cutlery, not too big, not too messy, could be eaten hot or cold, hand held.) 

 Can anyone suggest examples of on the go products? (E.g. sausage/cheese and onion roll, Cornish pasty, 
spring roll, calzone, samosa – avoid sandwiches or wraps.) 

 When might on the go products be eaten? (E.g. at break or lunchtime at school, on a picnic, at a sports 
event, at a celebration such as a birthday party or on a school trip.) 

Show the On the go product images and labels. Can the children name all the images?  Can they match the label 
and key ingredients to each product? 

Recall that nutrients, 
as well as water and 
fibre, are essential for 
health. 
 
Identify the main 
nutrient provided by 
each Eatwell plate 
food group and some 
individual every day 
foods. 
 
 
Analyse a selection of 
products and express 
their opinions about 
ingredients using 
sensory vocabulary 

Ingredient check 
letter 
 
On the go 
product images 
and labels  
 
Eatwell plate 
PowerPoint 
presentation  
 
Eatwell plate 
poster 
 

Nutrients 
PowerPoint 
 
Suggestions of 
products to taste:  
-Samosas 
-Spring rolls 
-Sausage or 
vegetable rolls 
-Cornish pasties  
-Scotch egg/ 
vegetarian 
alternative  
-Calzone 
 
Note: Clean and 
retain the 

packaging from 
the products for 
lesson 2. 
 
Analysis sheet 
 

Main  
Explain that you will be showing them a variety of on the go products which they will be tasting and evaluating.  
They will also be revising their knowledge about The eatwell plate, the five food groups and the nutrients 
provided in each group.  They will then use this knowledge to identify how the products they taste in the lesson 

fit into The eatwell plate. 
Display The eatwell plate image (Eatwell plate poster or Eatwell plate PowerPoint slide).   
Question the children about The eatwell plate. 

 How many food groups are there? 

 What foods can you see in each group? 

 Which groups are the largest? 

 What does the size of the groups tell us? 
Summarise that The eatwell plate shows the types and proportions of different foods needed to make up a 

healthy, varied diet.  List some foods and ask the children to name the groups to which they belong (e.g. baked 
beans, eggs, cabbage, yogurt).  
Show the Nutrients PowerPoint and use it to talk through the nutrients and their functions. 
Explain that water and fibre are essential as part of a healthy diet although they are not actually nutrients.  Ask 

the pupils why both water and fibre so important. 

 Water – necessary to keep us hydrated.   

 Fibre – necessary for a healthy digestive system and helps to keep us fuller for longer.  
Explain to the children that they will now be tasting some on the go products. They will be evaluating them using 

their senses to describe how they look, smell, taste and feel.  They will also identify the ingredients in them and 
suggest occasions when the products might be eaten.  Aim to provide the children with four different samples to 
try.  Provide a copy of the Analysis sheet for the children to complete during their tasting. 
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Before tasting, the children must wash and dry their hands thoroughly using anti-bacterial soap or hand wash.  
Children should have a paper plate or paper towel on which to rest their samples.  If cutlery is used, children 
should only eat from their own set.  Serving cutlery or equipment should only be used to serve the food and must 

not be eaten from.   
Fair testing 
To assist with fair testing, the pupils could have: 

 a glass of water to sip between samples; 

 use similar sized samples;  

 plain crockery or the same colour napkins. 
 
Children should taste the samples and complete their sheets.   

Tasting 
resources: 
-Equipment to 
prepare the 
tasting sample 
-Paper towels 
-Cutlery 
 

Plenary 
Ask the pupils to identify the ingredients used to make the products tasted and see if they can state which 
eatwell plate food group they are from.  For example:  

 Pastry – made from fat, flour and water – Foods and drink high in fat/and or sugar group. Peas, carrots 
and potato (filling) - Fruit and vegetables group. 

 Chicken, lamb, beef or sausage meat - Meat, fish, eggs, beans and other non-dairy sources of protein 
group. 

Remind the children that all the products tasted are known as composite dishes, which means that they have 
foods from more than one food group.  Most foods we eat are composite dishes. 
Ask each group to suggest ways in which the products might be made healthier (e.g. reduce the fat, salt or sugar 
content or increase the vegetables, fibre content). 

For example: 

 bake instead of frying; 

 change pastry casing to bread-based casing; 

 use whole grain flour to make the casing; 

 change cheese to reduced fat cheese; 

 add more vegetables. 
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To be able to: 

 demonstrate that 
they know the 
getting ready to 

cook steps. 

 explain the role of 
the getting ready to 
cook steps in 
ensuring food is 
hygienically 
prepared and safe to 
eat. 

 perform food skills 

safely and as 
instructed (e.g. 
peel, grate, cut 

Note: Before the lesson, read the Skills Guide and watch the Videos: Peel, chop and grate to ensure you are 
confident about demonstrating key food skills safely. 
 

You will need the packaging from the products the children tried in lesson 1.  Photocopy these so you can provide 
the children with copies.  (If these are not available, you could look online at supermarket products where the 
nutrition information is provided.) 
 

Starter  
Provide the children with copies of the packaging from the products tasted lasted lesson.  Explain that nutrition 
labels can help us choose products and keep a check on the amount of fat, salt and sugar we are eating. Ask the 
children to identify where the nutrient labels can be found on the packaging. Explain to the children that most 

pre-packed foods have a nutrition label on the back or side.  Quite often supermarkets and manufacturers also 
put a front of pack label on foods as a quick guide.  Front of pack labels usually use traffic light colours to show if 
the product is high (red), medium (amber) or low (green) in a nutrient.  

Give children a copy of the Nutrition label sheet (or display this on an interactive whiteboard).  Look at the 
sheet with the children.  Test their understanding by giving a nutrient and an amount and asking them to tell you 
if this would be high or low, or medium (between high and low).  For example:  

 If my product contained 20g of fat per 100g, would it be high, medium or low in fat? 

Demonstrate that 
they know the 
getting ready to 
cook steps. 
 
Explain and 
discuss the role 
of the getting 
ready to cook 
steps in ensuring 

food is 
hygienically 
prepared and 
safe to eat. 
 
With some 

Skills Guide 
 
Videos: Peel, 
chop and grate 
 
Photocopies of 
product 
packaging (from 
products tasted 
in the previous 

lesson). 
 
Nutrition label 
sheet 
 
Simple spring 
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using the bridge 
hold and  fork 
secure/claw grip). 

 If my product contained 2g of sugars per 100g, would it be high, medium or low in sugar? 

 If my product contained 2g of salt per 100g, would it be high, medium or low in salt? 
Look back at the on the go product packaging. Ask the children to identify if the products are high, medium or 
low in: 

 total fat; 

 saturated fat; 

 sugars; 

 salt. 
If the product is high in any of the nutrients, can they suggest why this might be?  The ingredients for the casing 

or the filling might be high in fat (butter in the pastry, cheese in the filling), the product could have been deep 
fried or glazed with butter or oil before baking, and the filling could have ham, cheese or sausages which are 
often high in salt. 
Ask the children to explain what this tells them about how often these sorts of products should be eaten. 

Challenge the children to recall the suggestions from last lesson of ways to make the products healthier. 

assistance, 
perform food 
skills safely and 
as instructed. 

rolls PowerPoint 
 
Simple spring 
rolls recipe 
 
Ingredients as 
stated on the 
recipe 
 
Equipment as 
stated on the 
recipe and: 
- Tablecloths 
- Aprons 
- Access to an 
oven 

 

Main  

Explain that they will be making an example of a baked on the go product in groups.  They will be making spring 
rolls and practicing peeling, grating, snipping and assembling.  Show the children the Simple spring roll 
PowerPoint. 
Question the children to check what they remember about getting ready to cook.  Recap that they need to: 

 tie back long hair; 

 roll up long sleeves; 

 remove any jewellery, including watches; 

 put on apron; 

 wash and dry hands thoroughly using anti-bacterial soap/handwash. 
 
Ask the children to explain why these steps are needed. 
Discuss the ingredients that will be used for the filling and ask the children if they can suggest any alternatives 

that they could use in the future.  Talk about additional flavourings and spices. 
 
Demonstrate how to make a spring roll following the Simple spring roll recipe.  Take care to demonstrate how to 
peel and grate the carrot safely. You could also show the children how to top and tail the carrot or you may wish 

to do this for them.  
 
In groups of four, instruct the children to work together to make the spring roll filling and then assemble two 
spring rolls each.  Remind the children to keep their workspace tidy, avoid touching their face and hair and also 

avoid eating whilst preparing/cooking. 
 
When the spring rolls have been made, they can be baked. 
Whilst the spring rolls are baking, the children should clean the surfaces and wash up the equipment.  If washing 

up is not possible, equipment should be stacked in containers to be washed later. 

Plenary 
When the spring rolls are cooked and slightly cooled, allow the children to taste them. 

Question the children. 

 What did you like about the spring roll you made today? (They should be specific and talk 
about taste, texture, smell and appearance.) 

 What did you dislike about the spring roll?  (Again, they should be specific.) 

 If you made a spring roll again, what would you change in the recipe? 
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3 

To be able to: 

 research different 
on the go products 
and how they are 
made. 

 explain where 
ingredients in some 

on the go products 
come from and talk 
about when the 
ingredients in them 
are seasonal. 

 carry out a survey to 
seek opinion about 
fillings and casing 
used in on the go 
products. 

Starter  
Explain to the children that they will be researching different on the go products and how they are made 
(e.g. pasties, calzone, samosas, spring rolls).  They will also be carrying out a survey to seek opinion 
about on the go products, filling ingredients and casings. 
 
The children were set a homework task last lesson to research two of the ingredients used in the filling of 
their spring rolls.  Ask five or six children to tell you and the rest of the class something interesting that 
they found out. 
 
Discuss which ingredients in the products are seasonal (at the time you are teaching this lesson). 

 

Research a 
variety of 
different on the 
go products and 
how they are 
made. 
 
Explain where 
ingredients in a 
variety of on the 
go products come 
from and talk 
about when the 
ingredients in 
them are 
seasonal 
 
Carry out a 

survey to seek 
opinion about 
fillings and casing 
used in on the go 
products. 

Laptops 
 
Survey Sheet 

Main  
In pairs, task the children to use the internet to research one of the following on the go products (you 
may wish to allocate the options to the pairs): 

 pasties (Cornwall, England); 

 calzone (Italy); 

 samosas (India); 

 spring rolls (China); 

 sausage/vegetable rolls (England); 

 bridie (Scotland); 

 sambusac (Iran); 

 empanada (Argentina 
They should produce a sheet (perhaps suitable for a display) which includes a description of the 
product, where it is traditionally made, traditional fillings and an image. 
 
Ask some of the children to share some of the details about the product they have found. 
 
Explain to the children that they will now be carrying out a survey of ten people in the class to find 

out what the most popular filling and casing choices are for an on the go product.  This information 
will then help them to design their own product in the next lesson. 
 
The children can do this activity in pairs.  Give each pair a copy of the Survey worksheet and task 
them to fill in the casing and filling options they want to survey.  When they have done this, they can 
carry out their survey. 
 
Extension  
Task the children to create a chart to represent the information they collected with their survey 
 
 

Plenary 
Using a map of the world, identify where in the world each of the products researched are 
traditionally made.  Ask the children if they have tried any of the products or visited any of the 
countries. 
 



4 

To be able to: 

 write a set of design 
criteria for an on 
the go product. 

 design an on the go 
product based on 
the design criteria. 

 write a recipe to 
make an on the go 
product. 

Starter  
Explain to the children that they will be designing an all-in-one product that is suitable for an on the 
go lunch during a school trip.  They can choose who will be eating their product. They will make their 
product next lesson.   
 
In this lesson, they need to write design criteria, design their product and write a recipe. 
 
Ask the children why is it important to design new products on paper before they start to make them.   
 
Sketching food products allows designers and chefs to visualise the products before they are made.  
They can easily change and adapt the shape, size, colour and ingredients without the cost of making 
the product every time.  This can also be done using ICT (known as Computer Aided Design or CAD). 

Write a set of 
design criteria for 
an on the go 
product. 

 
Design an on the 
go product based 
on the design 
criteria and 
explain how they 
have taken into 
account other 
considerations for 
a successful 
product. 
 
Independently, 
write a recipe to 
make an on the 
go product. 

 

Recipes for on the 
go products: 
Simple spring 
rolls 
Special smoked 
haddock samosas 
Cornish pasties 
 
Product criteria 
and design sheet 
 
 
Recipe worksheet 
 

 

Main  
Explain to the children that there are a variety of ways products can be sketched including 2D, 3D, 
exploded diagrams and cross-section views.  Draw examples of one of the products from the recipes 
(Simple spring rolls, Special smoked haddock samosas, Cornish pasties) using each technique.   
  
Instruct the children to spend a few minutes practicing sketching one of the products from the recipes 
using the techniques shown.   
  
Explain to the children that in this lesson they will be designing their on the go product.  To help them 
do this, they are going to start by writing some ‘design criteria’.  Explain that the criteria will be a 
checklist to make sure their product is suitable for the person and time when it will be eaten.  
 
Here are some ideas which you may wish to talk around with the children to help them form their 
design criteria. 

 Person: will it be suitable for their needs (e.g. intolerances, religious beliefs, preferences, 

dislikes)? 

 Occasion: will it be suitable to be taken on a school trip and eaten on the go?  

 Healthy eating: will it follow The eatwell plate guidelines (be based on a starchy food, 

contribute to 5 A DAY, be low in fat, salt and sugar)? 

 Appeal: will it look attractive (e.g. ingredient preparation, presentation)? 
 
To provide some guidance for the children, you may wish to discuss and share some of the ideas 
below.* 
 
Task the children to complete the Product criteria and design sheet. 
 
Using the worksheet, ask the children to decide on the casing and filling and explain how their product 
meets the design criteria. They should also explain how they have taken into account other 

considerations for a successful product. Finally, they should sketch, colour and clearly annotate their 
design. 
 
Using the Recipe worksheet, the children should then write a recipe for their final product (to be 
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handed in and checked by the teacher before next lesson).  If there is not time in this lesson, perhaps 
the recipe could be completed as a literacy activity or for homework. 
Plenary 
Children should peer assess a partner’s recipe and method. Could the children make the recipe 
following the instructions?  Does anything need to be added or changed? 
*Design guidance 
Many on the go products have a pastry casing.  A healthier alternative could be a bread casing (such as 
that used to make calzone).   
 

A bread casing could be made with wholemeal or whole grain flour to increase the fibre content.  
 
Additional ingredients could be added to a bread casing to provide different flavours and textures.  
For example, grated cheese, seeds, chopped onion, dried herbs. 
 
Here are some suggestions of ingredients which could be used as fillings in an on the go calzone–style 
product.  Three or four ingredients would be suitable for a filling. 

Cherry tomatoes 

Mushrooms 

Courgette 

Spring onion 

Peppers 

Olives 

 

Ham 

Chicken (cooked) 

Tuna (canned) 

Prawns (cooked) 

Mozzarella 

Cheddar  

 

Fresh basil 

 

Traditionally, calzone does not include a tomato sauce but this could be added to provide moisture. 
 
The Bread roll recipe could be used to create dough for a bread casing.  This recipe makes four bread 
rolls which could make two small calzone. The method to make a calzone could be researched and 
written in the recipe (if this was not already discovered and discussed in lesson 3). 

 
Ensure chn have their recipe so that they can buy the ingredients required to make their on 
the go snack. 

5 

To be able to: 

 demonstrate that 
they know the 
getting ready to 
cook steps. 

 make their on the 

go product 
according to the 
plan. 

 perform food skills 
safely and as 

Note: Before this lesson you will need to plan and organise the ingredients and equipment the children 
will require. 
 
Starter  
Explain to the children that they will be making their on the go product. 
 
Remind them that they must follow their design and that the end product must meet the design 
criteria they wrote. 
 
Give the children five minutes to review their design, criteria and recipe.  They should then place 
these somewhere they can be referred to during the lesson. 
 

Demonstrate that 
they know the 
getting ready to 
cook steps and 
can carry them 
all out correctly. 
 
Independently, 
make their on the 
go product 
according to the 
plan. 
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instructed (e.g. 
peel, grate, cut 
using the bridge 
hold and  fork 
secure/claw grip). 

 evaluate their on 
the go product 
against the design 
criteria and 
feedback from 
others. 

Choose two volunteers and give them roles - one will be the teacher and one a child.  Ask the 
‘teacher’ to instruct the child to ‘get ready to cook’. These should include: 

 tie back long hair; 

 roll up long sleeves; 

 remove any jewellery, including watches; 

 put on apron; 

 wash and dry hands thoroughly (use anti-bacterial soap or hand wash). 

 
Evaluate their on 
the go product 
against the design 

criteria and 
feedback from 
others and 
suggest ways 
their dish could 
be modified or 
improved. 

Main  
Ensure that the children and classroom are ready for practical work. 
 
Each child should make their on the go product following their recipe.  Teachers should spot 
demonstrate any cutting or preparation techniques if necessary and ensure that children are following 
safety guidelines at all times. 
 
Once the children have made their products they should be placed on a baking tray lined with 
greaseproof paper with their names on.  The products should then be baked and cooled. 

 
Remember to take a photograph of each of the finished products. 
 
Children should then wash up and clear away as appropriate. 

 
Plenary 
Ask the children to evaluate their products against their design criteria and also get feedback from 
others.  The can use the Evaluation worksheet to record their evaluation.  

 

6 

To be able to: 

 design a suitable 
package for the 
product which 
includes key label 
information (e.g. 
ingredients, weight, 
cost). 

Starter  
Explain to the children that they will be learning about food packaging and labelling.  They will then 
design their own net and packaging for the product they made last lesson which includes the key label 
information (e.g. ingredients, weight, cost). 
 
Ask the children why food products are packaged.   

 To contain the product. 

 To protect from damage. 

 To protect from contamination (bacterial, chemical and physical). 

 To provide information to the consumer. 
To enable storage and delivery of the product. 

Design a suitable 
package for their 
product which 
includes key label 
information (e.g. 
ingredients, 
weight, cost). 

 

 
 

Main  
Explain that there are a variety of materials used to package foods and drinks and each one has its 
advantages and disadvantages. 
 
Ask the children to name materials used in packaging and talk about the advantages and 
disadvantages.  Some examples are listed below. 
 

 Glass – see-through, recyclable, can withstand heat but is fragile. 



 Plastic – light-weight, cheap, easy to mould into shapes but cannot always be recycled and 
degrades slowly in landfill. 

 Metal (mostly aluminium) – light, strong, can be recycled but uses a lot of raw materials and 
energy to make. 

 Brick carton/Tetra packs – light, airtight, made of several layers but this can mean it is 

difficult to recycle. 

 Cardboard – strong, light and cheap.  Used mainly for secondary packaging (e.g. large 
cardboard boxes that hold a number of smaller boxes). 

 Paper/paperboard – strong, light and cheap but not water resistant. 

 
Ask the children what sort of packaging material would be most suitable for their on the go products. 
 
Ask the children what information they think should be included on a food package/label.  Do they 
think it is legally required? 
 
On the whiteboard, display the following lists of packing information: legally required and consumer 
information: 

Legally required Customer information  

 Name of product 

 Description 

 Ingredients in descending 
order 

 Allergens (highlighted in 
ingredients list) 

 Nutritional information 

 Storage instructions 

 Cooking/heating instructions 

(if appropriate) 

 Manufacturer’s name and 
contact details 

 Shelf life – use by (safety) or 
best before (quality) 

 Net weight or serving (e 
means estimated or average) 

 Price 

 Barcode 

 Customer guarantee 

 Serving suggestion Image or 
illustration of the product 

Discuss each of these with the children.   
 

Using a net template (or the children can draw their own), ask the children to produce a piece of 
packaging that includes all the legally required information for their product along with any consumer 
information that they would like to include.  They could also add the photograph of their finished 
product taken last lesson, or cut a window to show the product inside.  Highlight to the children that 
they should also consider that as well as being functional, packaging should appeal to the consumer so 
they want to buy the product. 



 
It is important that the children cut out the net before adding the information so that they can work 
out where the information should appear. 

 
Plenary 
Ask some of the children to share their packaging designs. 
Question the children to recap lesson information. 

 Why is food packaged? 

 What materials can be used for food packaging? 

 What is the disadvantage of using glass for packaging? 

 What is an advantage of using plastic? 

 What information is legally required on packaging?  

 In which order must ingredients appear on a food label? 

 What does the large e mean on a food label? 

 What food product that would have a ‘use by’ date on the label? 

 What food product that would have a ‘best before’ date on the label? 
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